A REPLY TO MY FRIEND MARINO

BY

LUIGI PIRANDELLO

The Writer Frederick May

A SHORT INTERVAL
The main break, during which refreshments will be available, comes after LA GIARA

LA GIARA

DI

LUIGI PIRANDELLO

Don Lolò Zirasa
Zi Dima Licasi
Scimè
'Mpari Pè
Tararà
Fillicò
La 'gnà Tana
Trisuzza
Carminella
Un Mulattiere
Nocarello

Bruno Ferraro
Silvio Trambaiolo
Max Iesu
Ross Leighton
Gaetano Rando
Alan Hendrib
Elizabeth Oliver
Pamela Lang
Gillian Trambaiolo
Eckart Gross
Beatrice Mezzapica

regla di

JENNIFER LORCH

INTERVAL

662367
ONE OF THE HONOURABLE ONES

BY

ROBERTO BRACCO

Federico
Manina
Alberto
Teresa
Rosetta

A SHORT INTERVAL

THE MAN WITH THE FLOWER IN HIS MOUTH

BY

LUIGI PIRANDELLO

The Man
The Other
The Woman

Federico May
Harry Leventhal
Frederick May
Harry Leventhal
Marilyn Butcher
Elizabeth Oliver

The plays presented in English were translated and produced by Frederick May. They were given in the Union Theatre on July 29, 30, and 31, 1965.

This programme was set and printed wholly by hand at the Piscator Press in the Fisher Library.
The next production of the Drama Group in the Department of Italian will be

HENRY IV

BY

LUIGI PIRANDELLO

UNION THEATRE
September 30th
October 1st
October 2nd

Again we shall be presenting the play in an attempt to raise funds with which we may buy Italian books for Fisher Library.

The Piscator Press would like to record its gratitude to the Department of Italian for making available the founts of Bembo and Perpetua, from which this programme was set.